Standard Detail Drawings Updates

Implementation Schedule: These drawings will be included when applicable in plans scheduled for the August 2021 PS&E due date of the proposal preparation process schedule (refer to FDM 19-1 Attachment 1.5).

Edits to the drawings are highlighted in red. On the backsides where new text has been inserted or combined with old text, the new text appears red.

SDD Table of Contents - summary list with new or edited SDDs highlighted.

- **SDD 14B32** (sheets a-f) Concrete Barrier Single Slope (revised) Revised by defining and clarifying Concrete Barrier Pad and sawcut joint detail
- **SDD 14B42** (sheets a-d) Midwest Guardrail System (MGS) Guardrail (revised) Revisions to sheet “d” for missing post profiles.
- **SDD 14B52** (sheets a,b) Cable Barrier – Type 1 (revised) Revision to sheet “a” for the addition of survey control points. New sheet “c” for bill of materials relocated from sheet “a”.
- **SDD 14C01** Timber Rail Guard Fence, Curb and Guard Post and Marker Post (revised) Revision to general notes for standard specification changes.
- **SDD 14C02** Historical Marker Construction (revised) Revision to general notes for standard specification changes.
- **SDD 14C03** Roadside Picnic Table (revised) Revision to general notes for standard specification changes.
- **SDD 14C06** (sheets a,b) Wayside Well Shelter and Pump and Well Platform (revised) Revision to general notes for standard specification changes.
- **SDD 14C07** (sheets a,b) Picnic Tables, Single Pedestal (revised) Revision to general notes for standard specification changes.
- **SDD 15A04** (sheets a-d) Delineator and Delineator Post (revised) New sheet “d” for Permanent Flexible Tubular Marker post (from SDD 15C11)
- **SDD 15C11** (sheets a,b) Channelizing Devices (revised) Permanent Flexible Tubular marker removed and moved to SDD 15A04, sheet “d”.
- **SDD 15C31** (sheets a-d) Pavement Marking - Ramps and Gores (revised) Addition of new sheet “d” for service interchange lane drop and lane reduction markings
- **SDD 15D03** Traffic Control, Lane Closure, Speeds Greater Than 40 MPH with Barrier (removed) This SDD has been retired from usage.
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